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PROFESSIONAL LATHE TT975PRO2

€2 .975,20 (excl. VAT)

The TT975 Pro2 lathe is a device for professional applications. It offers you a wide range of possibilities
and has a wide range of electronically adjustable speeds.

SKU: 0LAW910S
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The TT975 Pro2 lathe is a device from our Comfort Line for professional applications. It has a strong steel base
with built-in engine drive and storage compartment for optimal stability. It offers you a wide range of

capabilities, including reverse turning and sanding. With its distance between the centers of 975 mm, it can
also turn large pieces. It has 5 belt positions.

The TT975 Pro2 has a wide range of electronically adjustable speeds. The vibration-absorbing bed, head, tail
rest, tool rest and tool rest arm in cast iron are of high quality.

The 4 large (62 mm), rubber-covered ball bearings have a lifetime warranty. The tail rest with eccentric
clamping and the tool rest arm preclude tensioners. The hollow shafts of the head rest and tail rest allow for

deep hole drilling. The powerful air-cooled motor is fully incorporated. The control panel can be moved.
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PRODUCT INFORMATION

Strong steel base
Built-in engine drive

Powerful air-cooled engine
5 belt positions

Electronically adjustable speeds (large range)
Tail rest with eccentric clamping

Head and tail support with hollow shafts
Control panel can be moved

DESCRIPTION

The TT975 Pro2 lathe is a device from our Comfort Line for professional applications. It has a strong steel base
with built-in engine drive and storage compartment for optimal stability. It offers you a wide range of

capabilities, including reverse turning and sanding. With its distance between the centers of 975 mm, it can
also turn large pieces. It has 5 belt positions. The TT975 Pro2 has a wide range of electronically adjustable

speeds. The vibration-absorbing bed, head, tail rest, tool rest and tool rest arm in cast iron are of high quality.
The 4 large (62 mm), rubber-covered ball bearings have a lifetime warranty. The tail rest with eccentric

clamping and the tool rest arm preclude tensioners. The hollow shafts of the head rest and tail rest allow for
deep hole drilling. The powerful air-cooled motor is fully incorporated. The control panel can be moved.

No video available for this product!

DOWNLOADS

No download availble.

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

Weight 330 kg

Dimensions 1520 × 570 × 555 cm

Distance between centers 910 mm
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Working diameter over
guideway

520 mm

Rotating head No

Taper of tailstock sleeve MT 2

Motor 2 PK

Thread M33

RPM Min-Max 50-3890

Voltage 230 V


